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The entire staff of DDW is pleased and gratified to inform our lifetime subscribers that this Holiday season, you 
have reason to not only feel more secure but at no increase in price! 
 
The current Director of the DDW Homespun Security Division, Sacagawea, has been chosen as the English 
Dexterous Pointer representative to assist Admiral PointDexter.1 Shown in the official portrait (enclosed), 
Sacagawea was photographed just as she had located some octogenarian escapees from the Senator Joe 
McCarthy courts. They eluded detection by dressing all in brown during the deer season and escaped into the 
Virginia wilderness near Delaplane. Formerly considered anti-American, these ancient miscreants, are now 
termed Brown Shirts2 by some. Sacagawea discovered them hunting Sharptail Grouse in one of her 
undisclosed Booming Grounds. 
 
As most of DDW’s discerning, lifetime subscribers will recall, DDW’s Homespun Security Division under the 
previous direction of Amicus Curiae (now deceased) had uncovered Operation Cold Duck,”instigated during 
the Reagan years by the then VP Bush’s staff to assess the bird hunting potential in the marshes along the 
shores of the Tigris & Euphrates”. One Cold Duck goal was to establish exclusive hunting lodges and thus 
make easier “informal discussions” of energy development programs.3  These discussions would then be 
beyond the prying eyes and ears of troublesome Republican congressmen such as Representative Stephen 
Horn of California and Government Reform Committee Chairman Dan Burton (of Indiana) who insist that the 
energy discussions must be made public. 
 
Admiral PointDexter was elated to learn that Sacagawea, utilizing surveillance methods vastly improved since 
the McCarthy era, discovered scraps of paper in an empty case of Anhydrous Bush Beer from late night, 
informal energy policy social events. One note, scrawled in Latin by, apparently, an educated member reads: ” 
Illegitimate Non Conservation”4. This note has been turned over to Admiral PointDexter to translate before 
shredding. All other materials, including a bit of poetry reminiscent of the early days of our country are now 
being shredded in the newly installed Point 5 Document Shredder.5 The DDW staff found the poetry 
particularly patriotic at this season:  
 
 

 “HARKEN my citizens for you must endure 
  Our Country’s search for Petroleum Pure 
  Whether one by land 
  Or two by sea 
  Iraq is the place that we must be. 

 

                                                 
1 Due to secrecy requirements, it’s not clear how the contact with the new Total Information Awareness 
program was made, though, it is said, in some circles, that Sacagawea was observed this fall by a high 
altitude satellite as she Dexterously examined a map.  
2 The term Brown Shirts apparently refers to their elusive apparel, which now permits them to travel freely in 
the more conducive political climate of our times. 
3 The name Cold Duck originated as a cover name for secret recipe papers (in which these plans were to be 
concealed) brought back to President Nixon from China by Secretary Kissinger. 
4 This phrase appears to be a variation of “Illegitimai Non Carborundum”, a war cry of Julius Cesar to motivate 
troops. The commonly accepted translation is “Don’t Let The Bastards Grind You Down”. 
5 This new shredder, patented by Admiral PointDexter, used in most high level government offices is so 
named because it carries a presidential guarantee of up to 5 pardons for felony convictions for destruction of 
documents. 



Sacagawea, carrying on in the finest Homespun Security traditions, has unearthed names of some clients of 
the Kissingher Group, in particular, “Platinum Wings”, a little known branch of Ducks Delimited, run out of its 
Savannah, GA office by Hootie Johnson.6 Platinum Wings is set up for high rolling corporate executives from 
both political parties with a passion to add Tigris/Euphrates ducks to their bag list. With the threatened sexual 
integration of the Augusta National Golf Tournament, Platinum Wings sees furren duck preserves as beyond 
the reach of American law and can be kept all male.7 These papers have been handed over to the gleeful 
Admiral PointDexter for shredding, of course. One sealed copy was requested by Attorney General Ashcroft 
for his files on memoirs of significant national security initiatives. 
 
Sacagawea has also been busy this holiday season perusing the recently released compendium, “Bush One – 
Escape From Kuwait”. She discovered that the Saddamites drained the swamps of the Tigris/Euphrates Delta, 
thereby destroying thousands of square miles of duck habitat. This ecological, terrorist action was perpetrated 
specifically for the purpose of making the territory unattractive to international corporate duck hunters. 
According to the author, the sequel (Bush Two – Return to Baghdad) details the arming of our neo-
international infantry forces with Remington Bushmasters. Their mission (“Duck Storm”) is to ensure that the 
habitat is restored by the opening of duck season in ’03. 
 
Finally, Sacagawea in her role as Total Information Awareness Historical Lexicographer for Admiral 
PointDexter  has investigated the stock of morphemes in the language of Republican administrations since the 
time the Admiral began his distinguished service during the Reagan Administration. As William Safire detailed 
the Admiral conceived ,” this brilliant idea of secretly selling missiles to Iran to pay ransom for hostages, and 
with the illicit proceeds to illegally support contras in Nicaragua”.  
 
In the Dark Ages, before the Admiral became involved in gathering information on the public and adjusting 
information disclosure, the term “Voodoo Economics” was coined by Ronald Reagan’s opponent to describe 
what that opponent thought of the Economic policies being proposed. Later, this concept caused the Reagan 
Administration Budget Director, Stockman to be “taken to the woodshed” for unspeakable utterances about 
the failings of the Voodoo Economics being practiced. Now, Treasury Secretary O’Neil has likewise been 
dispatched for similarly disagreeable utterances about further tax cuts. 
 
Sacagawea has discovered that, just like a dog that won’t stay on point, a politician who won’t stay on 
message must go. Accordingly, joining former Secretary O’Neil heading beyond the woodshed are: Mr. Pauli, 
Chief of Staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation, Mr. Crippen, director of the Congressional Budget Office 
and Mr. Hoagland, Republican staff director of the Senate Budget Committee. 
 
These three Republican experts have objected to the Bush administration’s federal budget projections. They 
have been unwilling to include, as reasonable assumptions, resulting in a more favorable deficit figure, tax law 
effects imaginatively conjured up to produce a better looking budget. Sacagawea, as Historical Lexicographer 
has been asked to explain to the public the new term the administration has created to explain this budget 
procedure. The term is “Dynamic Scoring”. Sacagawea, as Lexicographer, explains the history of the 
changes. In Bush Two/Snow One, “Dynamic Scoring” replaces Voodoo Economics of Bush One. 
 
DDW’s encourages any its clients who perceive cash to be short when it comes to gifts for the DOG OF THE 
FAMILY, to apply Dynamic Scoring to your budget projections and to proceed to reward your faithful friend(s) 
as they richly deserve your attention in these Dog Days.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
    

                                                 
6 The distinguished Mr. Johnson is president of the Augusta National Golf Club and leads the charge against 
the threatened sexual integration.  
7 DDW is once more indebted to the investigative firm of Varco, Barko & Pursell for their invaluable aid. 


